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Heavy-Duty Contact Brake.† Newly
available on the Maxi-Duty and Dual
Wheel Maxi-Duty Casters, this brake is
activated by tightening the brake-shoe
against the wheel(s). The “thumbscrew”
design provides adjustable brake pres-
sure. Add suffix -HCB on Series MD, 
-DHCB on Series MDD.

Dual Tread Contact Brake.† This
brake (suffix -DCB) is designed for
Series 7200 pneumatic casters. A pull on
the lever at the back of the caster forces
a non-skid pad against both wheels.
Constructed of heavy duty steel compo-
nents, this brake features an adjusting
rod to compensate for tread wear and
inflation pressure.

Combination Brake. Available on
most Series 300 swivel models, the
combination brake (suffix -LCB) is acti-
vated by stepping down on the pedal
locking both the swivel mechanism and
the wheel simultaneously. (For a com-
plete series of heavier plate-type combi-
nation brake casters with 2" face
wheels, see pg. 41.)

Optional Rap-A-Round pedal exten-
sion provides convenient all-around
accessibility. Available on InsTOEmatic
Brake (suffix -IRB) and Side Foot
Brake (suffix -FRB).

Toe Brake. This economical brake
activates by pushing down the “toe-
size” pedal which pinches the wheel
between the caster legs. Available with
Series HL and 300 swivel casters
models (add suffix -TB).

Thumbscrew Wheel Brake. An effec-
tive yet simple brake. Turning the screw
forces the thrust washer against the
wheel hub, resulting in positive locking of
the wheel. Available on most swivel or
rigid Hamilton casters. To order, add suf-
fix -B (-HB for Maxi-Duty casters) to cat-
alog number of desired caster.

† These brakes are most effective on resilient tread wheels, e.g.
polyurethane or rubber.

NOTE: Brakes are not designed to stop moving equipment nor are
they intended for use on ramps or inclines.

Tread Contact Brake.† Stepping down
on the lever forces a non-skid pad
against the wheel tread. This brake is
offered on Series 52 casters, Thread
Guard casters (TG and TX) and various
4000 and 8000 series casters (suffix 
-CB). Available with all-stainless steel
components for stainless steel casters
(on Series STA, suffix -SCB; on Series
STL, suffix -SLCB), 

InsTOEmatic Wheel Brake (U.S. Pat.
No. 3467981). This static foot-operated
brake is available on series A, CH, EHD,
ES, FM, HS, WH, and various 7000 and
8000 series models (NA with wheels hav-
ing tapered or ball bearings). Stepping
down on either end of the pedal forces
three steel plungers against a washer
which contacts the wheel hub. To order,
add suffix -lB; for Rap-A-Round version,
suffix -IRB.

Foot-Activated Contact Brake.†
This unique brake (suffix -FCB) is avail-
able on Series A, CH, EHD and 7000
Pneumatic tired (up to 16" models)
casters. Pushing down on the T-handle
clamps a non-skid pad against the
wheel. Easily operated by foot, the
brake disengages by flipping the han-
dle in the opposite direction. The brake
is constructed of all-steel components
and is adjustable.

Side Foot Brake. This husky all-steel
wheel brake (suffix -FB) is available on
Whirlaway (WW), Medium Service (MS),
General Service (GS), Series 52, and var-
ious 8000 series models. The oversize
foot pedal utilizes cam action to lock the
wheel, but the unique design permits a
full length spanner bushing to maintain
caster strength. For Rap-A-Round
pedal extension, allowing all-around
accessibility, add suffix -FRB).
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MD 17 -HCB, -HB

MDD 18 -DHCB

PSD 19 -B

EHD 20-21 -FCB, ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

CH 22 -FCB, ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

A 23 -FCB (except 5" & 6" swivels), ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

ES 24 ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

FM 25 ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

HS 26 ★ -IB, -IRB (except 3w" models), -B

WH 27 ★ -IB, -IRB, -B

MS 28 -FB, -FRB, -B

GS 29 -FB, -FRB (except 3w" models), -B

52 30-31 (-CB , ★ -FB, -FRB -these three brakes 4" & larger only), -B

WW 32 -FB (except 8"), -FRB (except 3w" & 8" models), -B

HL 335 ★ -B (3" swivels only), ★ -TB (swivels, except 3" models)

200 34 -B

300 35
-TB (plate-type swivels only), -LCB (plate-type swivels,except 3" 
models), -B (rigids only)

7000 38
-FCB (8" thru 18" models), -IB/-IRB (8" thru 12" models),
-B (8" thru 12" models), -HB (16" & 18" models)

7200 39 -DCB

5000 40 -IB (8" & 10" only)

8000 42
★ -IB/-IRB (#8008/8010/8410/8412), -CB (#8526/8528),
-FB/-FRB (#8006/8208/8526/8528), -B

4000 43 -CB (#4208)

STA 44 -SCB (swivels only)

STL 45 -SLCB (swivels, except 3q" models)

TG 46 -CB

TX 47 -CB

V 48 See respective caster series.

★ = available PRONTO® !


